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The most well known and well loved mountain bike trail guide to the best summer and winter fat tire

fun in Arizona. Cartoony, down to earth maps are adapted from topos and forest service charts, yet

are friendly and easy to use. Maps are to scale and oriented north. Each humorous route

description includes distance, time, effort and skill required, best season to ride, level of route

finding skill required, contour profile and "fear factor". There is also a step by step mileage log when

applicable. A "preferred trail" icon is used to indicate a particularly great ride in a given area for

those on a limited time schedule. Rides are included for all levels of ability, but emphasis is given to

the intermediate / advanced rider. A few severe / extreme rides are also included for those on the

lunatic fringe. Each ride has been personally selected and ridden by the author over the past 11

editions and updated annually. You are guaranteed a favorite ride each time with no "filler". Many of

the trails can be found nowhere else as they are based on personal exploration by the author. All

rides are current and legal. Areas included are Grand Canyon, Flagstaff, Sedona, Phoenix, Tucson,

Payson, Prescott and more. Also features a hilarious illustrated glossary of mountain biking's arcane

jargon.
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This note is in response to a review by Mr. Tlangmd from Altoona, PA. Thank you for your

comments. Mr. Tlangmd, you are correct, your GPS is "useless with this book, since there are no

GPS points". Although I do see mountain bikers using cycle computers to calculate distance, GPS

usage is virtually nill. You yourself did not carry one on your trip west. While in Sedona, you can



look up from the trail and see 2000 foot tall monuments. These are your landmarks. Your waypoints

if you will. If you require topographic maps, they are available at bike and outdoor shops throughout

the area."One had to wonder if Ray rode that ride." I assure you Mr. Tlandmd, Ray rode that ride . . .

and many many more that were not good enough to make the book. I ride a 7 year old Merlin

hardtail. I have ridden every trail in the Sedona, Flagstaff, Phoenix, Tucson area over the past 20

years. If you ride a trail in my book, I have ridden that trail before you.My descriptions have usually

been described as excellent. I am sorry they are not to your liking. The loops in my book do not

require shuttles and I avoid long stretches of dirt or paved roads myself. However, they may be

shown as an option for anyone not caring to do an out and back, preferring to bail and take the

faster albeit less fun way home.Regarding some trails left out of my guide known as "secret". Yes,

there are secret trails in Sedona. Hence the name. Many of these are not legal and are left for you

to find on your own. However, what you hear from a bike shop in a verbal description and what I

print are two different things. There is some legal responsibility to a certain government agency

involved here.Finally, regarding your complaint about being unable to find your way around Mt.
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